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Abstract

During the warm Bølling-Allerød interstadial, tree species migrated from their refugia in southern Europe northwards into the area within the present temperate climatic zone. It is evident from high levels of charcoal in fossil records in this region that, especially during the later part of the Bølling-Allerød interstadial, many fires occurred. The start of the Younger Dryas was characterised by rapid and intense cooling and rising water tables, with catastrophic effects on the vegetation. Thermophilous pine trees could not survive the cold Younger Dryas climate. Dead wood provided an abundant source of fuel for intense, large-scale fires seen in many records as a concentration of charcoal particles in so-called ‘Usselosols’ dated to ca 10,950 14C BP. A similar trend in increased charcoal indicating increased burning is seen at many sites across North America at this time and it has been suggested by Firestone et al. (2007) that this was caused by an explosion of extra-terrestrial material over northern North America, causing the Younger Dryas climate cooling and Megafaunal extinction. We argue that there is no need to invoke an extraterrestrial cause to explain the charcoal in the fossilized soils. The volume of forest trees that died as a result of the cold Younger Dryas climate would easily have supplied sufficient fuel for intense, large-scale fires and can be used to account for the concentration of charcoal particles. As soils were no longer covered by dense vegetation, much erosion occurred during the Younger Dryas and therefore, at many places, Ussel soils, rich in charcoal, were preserved under aeolian sand dunes.
Later the Usselo soil layer formed during the Allerød period was found in many parts of Europe, from the Netherlands (Kasse, 1999) to Germany (Schlaak, 1997) and Poland (Manikovska, 1994; Kasse, 2002). Radiocarbon dating of charcoal from pine found in these soils at many sites consistently produced ages of around ca. 10,950 14C BP (Hoek, 1997). The sudden onset of the cold conditions of the Younger Dryas caused the death of many trees, bringing about the demise of pine forests.

Firestone et al. (2007; see also Kloosterman, 2007) interpreted a carbon-rich black layer, contemporaneous with the onset of the Younger Dryas and extinction of the Pleistocene megafauna, which is present at approximately 50 sites across North America as resulting from an explosion of one or more extraterrestrial objects over the northern part of that continent and subsequent extensive biomass burning. The supposed extraterrestrial impact should have triggered Younger Dryas cooling and megafaunal extinctions. Haynes (2008) interpreted ‘black mats’ of mollic paleosols, aquolla, diatomites or algae radiocarbon dated to the Allerød-Younger Dryas transition as ‘stratigraphic manifestations’ of the cooler Younger Dryas climate which resulted from a rise in local water tables caused by more effective recharge. He also questioned the evidence presented by Firestone et al. (2007) for an extraterrestrial impact, noting that the microspherules and micrometeorites they cite are components of cosmic dust that constantly fall to earth making an ‘impact’ difficult to distinguish on this basis alone. Marlon et al. (in press) linked heightened fire activity to abrupt climate changes in the past. Fire regime changes during the Last Glacial-Interglacial transition appeared to be strongly associated with changes in climate and fuels. They concluded that rapid climate change may impose widespread stress on ecosystems that increases disturbance and synchronicity in fire episodes.

We suppose that the evidence for forest fires contemporaneous with the onset of the Younger Dryas in North America should be recognised as resulting from the same phenomenon that was discovered sixty years ago in Europe; that is, sudden cooling producing a large quantity of dead, dry biomass which was in turn consumed by natural large-scale forest fires. Given the fact that natural fires in boreal forests at present take place with a frequency of 50 - 200 years, charcoal particles present in deposits formed during the Allerød period should not be regarded as peculiar. It is highly questionable that an extraterrestrial impact over North America could have caused large-scale forest fires in northwest Europe. Studies of Greenland ice cores, of very high temporal resolution, show that climate change during the Lateglacial period occurred very rapidly (Steffensen et al., 2008). Brauer et al. (2008) presented subannual records of varve microfacies and geochemistry from Lake Meerfelder Maar in western Germany, providing one of the best dated records of the Allerød-Younger Dryas climate transition. Their data indicate an abrupt increase in storminess during the autumn and spring seasons, interpreted as an abrupt change in North Atlantic westerlies towards a stronger and more zonal jet, in combination with a change in the North Atlantic Ocean overturning circulation and reduced transport of heat to western Europe, and a southward advance in sea ice.

Conclusion

Rapid climate change from interstadial to cold climatic conditions at the start of the Younger Dryas caused enormous quantities of dead biomass that supplied sufficient fuel for intense, large-scale fires. The charcoal formed during forest fires was deposited on soil surfaces of that time. After the fires, wind erosion of soils – not longer covered with vegetation – occurred and elsewhere soils with charcoal were covered and archived after deposition of aeolian sand. There is no need to interpret the evidence for large-scale fires at the Allerød-Younger Dryas transition as the effect of an extraterrestrial impact.

Fig. 1. Usselo soil in Weelde, Belgium (photo C. Kasse).
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